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The theme-ology of Life 

Scanning exercises and scanning as review  

 

 

[for The Fictional VolunTier Project] 

By goura fotadar 

Similar to reading notes; 

source, cited: Danielle Steel/ Legacy: 

1. “Awareness Effort”  

theme : low grade awareness  

scan a brief set of pages 

[inserts knowledge of - … into your mind ] 

Even if at first unable  

To exactly recall what was  

Scanned; as scanning is 

Not exactly reading:  

 

Remember: that there is hopefully  

The opportunity to read again; if 

Even not the same material or;  
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And have an actual reading 

Experience; not to put down, scanning. 

 

Death project theme: even if I die I hope to read again [and what about scan] 

 

When scanning: if even never conversing with anybody: or if conversing with another: there is a 

steady body [depending on the scanned source [the source being scanned]] of information 

or would be knowledge. 

 

2. “Process Entry” If the scanning describes a bunch of purple dresses; now you are aware of the 

“process” “a bunch of purple dresses” even if upon scanning you can’t recall exactly the purple 

dresses:  

theme: how does it work?  

 

 process: a bunch of purple dresses 

 

so to begin sum :  

choose an endeavor: here, scanning, in scanning choose or select a workable source or stream 

body ,  

practice endeavor: for 

example: scanning 

 Scan a sub-set 

in segment […s] 

 Enters 

endeavorer in 

this case: scanner; 

into process entry. 

 

3. What’s the purpose of “process entry”  

Well using this source, citation: at roughly 3-4th rapid sub-set scan: we have an analysis of the 

sub-set a review perhaps of publishings the cover, with author + title, a summary of the work, 

early pages, a title page, a dedication, the beginning of work.  

 

In this process entry; let’s say p.e. 1 of let’s say stream body segment a; 

 You / one might have to do four scans or so to find the word: “Dell” (if you do find it) : this 

portion /part of scan might fall into library science: even if the term –could not be found; in 

any case ; using scan review ; as in additional scan: the term is discovered 
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On title page in this sub-section perhaps gives us a hint about reality, the world, and even society; if 

even these three differ. You might reference “Dell” elsewhere and dependent on the time; be aware of 

its common regular notion to computers-machine variations in this cultural time.  

    Of course referencing it or looking it up might  

point you in the direction also of a publishing company: which is also commonly known in culture.  

Of course on look-up: 

“dell” might also 

Belong to planes, 

Flower varieties … etc. 

But in/as a review 

Reminder: 

p.e. 1 stream body segment a: (caught) “Dell”  

even if “Dell” were 

in this segment  

variation and 

not found or rather 

not yet found on scan 

you would have 

p.e. 1 stream body segment 

a: (uncaught) “Dell”  

 

when does scanning  

turn to reading; 

and do you always  

need to scan [in segment variations] 
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